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___ 
 
14th October 2019 
 
Dear Convener, 
 
I am writing to respond to further queries from the Committee following my appearance on 
11 September.  
 
I have responded to each query in turn below. I trust that this will be helpful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
MICHAEL MATHESON 
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FURTHER DETAILS OF THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF THE CONTRACT BASED ON 
THE CLAIM THAT FREGUSON MARINE PUT FORWARD – MIKE RUMBLES MSP 
 
An independent view of the merits of the claim submitted by FMEL has been carried out for 
the Scottish Government. A QC undertook an independent view on the claim, and the 
confidential outcome was shared with CBC and CMAL on 21 June 2019. We have advised 
the interested parties in confidence of the outcome but it would not be appropriate to share 
the opinion further. We would not disclose who undertook the review or the conclusions of it, 
as that would be to disclose legal advice to the Scottish Government. 
 
The Scottish Government has been working for over two years to find a commercial 
resolution to the difficulties at FMEL and during that time the business has been free to 
pursue its claim in court at any point. 
 
FURTHER DETAILS OF THE FINANCIAL PENALTIES THAT SERCO IS SUBJECT TO 
FOR FAILING TO DELIVER ON THE NEW ROLLING STOCK FOR THE CALEDONIAN 
SLEEPER SERVICE – JOHN FINNIE MSP 
 
Penalties for late delivery of new trains for the Caledonian Sleeper service are specified in 
Schedule 1.6 of the Franchise Agreement between Serco Caledonian Sleepers Limited and 
the Scottish Ministers.  Caledonian Sleeper is committed to: 
 
“Procuring the design, manufacture, delivery, commissioning and acceptance and entry into 
service of the New Train Fleet for the operation of Passenger Services by 1 April 2018”  
 
There are penalties specified (Committed Obligation Payment Adjustment, COPA) should 
Caledonian Sleeper fail to fulfil its obligation.  In evidence to the Committee, I noted that the 
quantum of the penalty is commercially sensitive, although the mechanism is not. Transport 
Scotland subtracts COPAs from Caledonian Sleeper’s operating subsidy in each 4-week 
railway period for each Committed Obligation not delivered to Franchise timescales. 
 
For new trains, a penalty is assessed for every 4-week period new trains are delayed 
(beyond 1 April 2018).  The penalty is calculated “pro rata to the number of rakes of 16 
Coaches delivered”.   
 
The Caledonian Sleeper new trains fleet consists of 75 vehicles, sufficient to operate 4 
‘rakes’ per night (for each of the north and southbound Lowlander and Highlander services), 
and allowing 11 spare vehicles (spares are not covered by the COPA mechanism). 
 
Two rakes were introduced into service on 28 April 2019 (on Lowlander services); the 
remaining two will be introduced to Highlander services in October 2019. 
 
This means that COPAs were accrued from 1 April 2018 to 28 April 2019 in relation to the 
late delivery of 4 rakes, and applied thereafter in relation to two rakes.  Penalties will 
continue to be accrued until the final two rakes are delivered into service. 
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE SQUIRE IMPROVEMENT PLAN FOR SERCO TO 
ADDRESS THE CLEANLINESS AND PREPARATION OF THE SLEEPER VEHICLES – 
JOHN FINNIE MSP 
 
My officials in Transport Scotland have asked Caledonian Sleeper to prepare an action plan 
addressing instances where SQUIRE inspectors have found that standards of cleanliness 
and presentation on passenger cabins were below the standards specified in SQUIRE 
schedules. This was requested on 28 August 2019. 
 
Cleaning services for Caledonian Sleeper are contracted to its trains maintainer Alstom, 
which in turn sub-contracts a lead cleaning provider at its main Polmadie & Wembley Depots 
(there are separate sub-contractors for Fort William, Inverness and Aberdeen). 
 
Using SQUIRE data Caledonian Sleeper has identified areas of concern and discussed 
remedies with its contractor. 
 
Actions taken:   
 
Depot Workshops & train walk-throughs 

 Parties have re-visited the cleaning and presentation standards expected on Caledonian 
Sleeper, ensuring a clear understanding of expectations and how the standards should 
be delivered. 
 

SQUIRE Compliance audit  

 Caledonian Sleeper has reviewed presentation standards to ensure they match the 
standards assessed by the SQUIRE regime. 
 

Recruitment 

 Caledonian Sleeper has recruited additional staff to be present in their main depots at 
Polmadie and Wembley, in order to quality control the level of service delivered by its 
cleaning contractors and resolve any issues identified during cleaning and presentation.  
 

New Cleaning Contractor 

 Working with Alstom, Caledonian Sleeper has undertaken a procurement process to 
appoint a new supplier to deliver cleaning and presentation services at Wembley and 
Polmadie.  

 Caledonian Sleeper will be fully engaged with the new supplier ahead of their introduction 
on 1 October to ensure a successful transition and delivery of improved standards on its 
services. 

 
WHAT, IF ANY, CONSIDERATION IS GIVEN TO REPUTATIONAL DAMAGE CAUSED BY 
THE OPERATOR TO THE GOVERNMENT DURING A CONTRACT, WITH DIRECT 
REFERENCE TO SERCO – JOHN FINNIE MSP 
 
The Caledonian Sleeper brand remains the property of the Scottish Ministers throughout and 
beyond the current franchise term, however there are no specific measures to evaluate the 
public perception and reputation of that brand. 
 
For Caledonian Sleeper there is a set of overarching Franchise Objectives.  Among those, 
the most relevant requirement is that Caledonian Sleeper “achieve an internationally 
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renowned service that is emblematic of the best of Scotland, shown by strong brand 
awareness in Britain and among international visitors”. 
 
Reputational damage most immediately impacts on the Franchisee in terms of the influence 
on its patronage and revenues; it is in Caledonian Sleepers’ direct interests to invest in and 
promote its public reputation. 
 
WHETHER THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT WAS SELLING PRESTWICK AIRPORT LTD 
AND/OR PRESTWICK INFRASTRUCTURE LTD, AS THEY ARE DIFFERENT 
COMPANIES WITH DIFFERENCE ACCOUNTS. HE NOTED THAT IN MARCH 2018, 
PRESTWICK AIRPORT LTD HAD A CAPITAL VALUE IN THE BALANCE SHEET OF 
£3.75 MILLION, DESPITE £40 MILLION BEING INVESTED IN IT. HE WOULD 
APPRECIATE FURTHER INFORMATION ON HOW THE CAPITAL VALUE IS 
CALCULATED – EDWARD MOUNTAIN MSP  
 
A process is being undertaken to market the sale of 100% of TS Prestwick Holdco Limited’s 
shareholding in Prestwick Aviation Holdings Limited. The group structure is available on the 
Prestwick Airport website at www.glasgowprestwick.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/07/Group-Structure.pdf.  
 
The capital value reflected in either company’s accounts is based on the valuation of the 
assets on the basis of their existing use in the business less the value of any liabilities due 
by the companies. The value of assets on the basis of their existing use is based on the cash 
flows that they generate so if the business is not generating profits then these values are 
likely to be lower than the value of the assets for alternative use or possibly for sale. 
 
CLARITY ON THE REPORTED £800,000 OF LEGAL COSTS INVOLVED IN TRYING TO 
RESOLVE THE DISPUTE BETWEEN TRANSPORT SCOTLAND AND THE 
CONTRACTORS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE ABERDEEN WESTERN PERIPHERAL 
ROUTE – PETER CHAPMAN MSP 
 
It is a matter of public record that ARL has advanced a commercial claim in relation to the 
project, the finer details of this matter are commercially sensitive and confidential, however, I 
will report the outcome of that claim to Parliament in due course.   

 
My officials do not recognise the £800,000 in legal fees quoted by the member.  It is believed 
that this may be a reference to a recent article published by the Press and Journal following 
issue of a response to a Freedom of Information request, details of which are available at: 
https://www.gov.scot/publications/foi-19-01902/.  That article surmised that legal fees of 
approximately £600,000 had been spent in respect of the commercial claim.  The costs 
referred to in that article are in respect of legal advice on a number issues, including advice 
unrelated to the commercial claim. 

 
It is important to note that disputes are not unusual in contracts of this nature and my officials 
are continuing to work with ARL to understand the basis of its claim.  It should also be noted 
that it would be wrong to assume the contractor’s total cost, whatever that turns out to be, is 
automatically borne by the public purse, or to assume that all claims necessarily have merit.  
Nevertheless, in considering any claim it is important that Transport Scotland receives 
specialist advice on the issues raised by that claim, and Transport Scotland would be failing 
in its duties if it did not seek legal advice on commercial disputes.  
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MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT’S RECENT 
COMMITMENT TO PROVIDE £500 MILLION TO SUPPORT BUS PRIORITY MEASURES, 
SPECIFICALLY ON WHETHER AN  ISLAND COMMUNITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
HAD BEEN CARRIED OUT IN RELATION TO THAT PROPOSAL – JOHN FINNIE MSP 
 
The investment of over £500 million for bus priority infrastructure will help to deliver the 
future direction for transport as set out in the draft National Transport Strategy. The Strategy 
makes clear commitments to embed the Sustainable Travel and Investment Hierarchies in 
decision making which prioritises walking, cycling and public and shared transport options in 
preference to single occupancy private car, and includes consideration of investment aimed 
at reducing the need to travel unsustainably. The draft National Transport Strategy is 
currently out for consultation and an Islands Communities Impact Assessment has been 
published to accompany the consultation.    
 
This investment in bus will take the form of a Bus Partnership Fund for local authorities and 
the roll out of infrastructure for the trunk road network to prioritise high occupancy vehicles, 
such as buses.  I note that is in line with the Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee 
Stage 1 Report which called on the Scottish Government to “work with local authorities to 
help support an improvement in bus lane and other relevant infrastructure.”   
 
As I set out at Committee, the Bus Partnership Fund is intended as long term funding 
starting in 2020-21. We will work with local transport authorities and the bus industry on its 
design and set out further detail in early 2020. All required impact assessments, including an 
Islands Communities Impact Assessment, will be considered as the finalised approach to 
this investment emerges.  
 
The Committee, in its Stage 1 Report, also noted that Bus Service Improvement 
Partnerships (BSIPs) could play a role in the development of bus infrastructure. The Bus 
Partnership Fund supports the implementation of the Transport Bill with BSIPs at its 
heart.  We want to support local authorities to be ambitious and work in partnership with bus 
operators to deliver bold schemes that not only put in place bus priority measures, but 
realise other commitments and investments that further improve bus services.  The Bill 
applies to all communities across Scotland, including island communities. No differential 
impact on island communities has been highlighted, or is anticipated for bus aspects of the 
Bill provisions.  
 
WHAT PROPORTION OF SCOTLAND’S AVIATION-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS ARE PRODUCED IN THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS, AND WHAT IMPACT 
WILL THAT PROPOSAL HAVE ON SCOTLAND’S TOTAL EMISSIONS FROM THE 
AVIATION SECTOR? – JOHN FINNIE MSP 
 
Air travel continues to be one of the quickest and most convenient ways to travel, not least in 
the Highlands and Islands. The Scottish Government will work to decarbonise scheduled air 
services within Scotland by 2040. We will support the trialling and introduction of low and 
zero emission aircraft with the first trials taking place in 2021. We will also work with 
Highlands and Islands Airports Limited (HIAL) to create the world’s first zero emission 
aviation region to decarbonise airport operations and infrastructure. Initial work suggests that 
decarbonising flights in the Highlands and Islands has the potential to reduce CO2 emissions 
by around 32 kilotonnes annually, however further detailed work needs to be carried out to 
ensure successful delivery of the Scottish Government’s commitment. Further information 
will be set out later this year in HIAL’s strategy. 
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AN UPDATED LIST OF SNAGGING WORKS THAT WERE OUTSTANDING ON THE 
QUEENSFERRY CROSSING WITH EXPECTED COMPLETION TIMES 

Work / Item 
 

September 2019 Update 

Complete for managed motorway 
 

Complete 

Completion of deck internal Mechanical & 
Electrical (dehumidification, structural health 
monitoring, deck shuttle, tower lifts) 
 

Work is significantly advanced and completion 
expected October 2019. 
 
Completion of Dehumidification and Structural Health 
Monitoring Systems, including commissioning, 
expected December 2019. 

Completion of Mechanical & Electrical in 
abutments and general finishing work 
 

Installation is complete.  Commissioning expected 
December 2019. 

Completion of Bridge Control Room systems 
(structural health monitoring, SCADA) 
 

Installation is complete.  Commissioning expected in 
December 2019, following completion of the 
Structural Health Monitoring System. 

Concrete finishing, towers, piers and deck 
edge cantilevers 

Work is significantly advanced.  Completion of 
concrete finishing to the towers and piers expected 
October 2019, and of the deck edge cantilevers 
November 2019.  
 

Commissioning of tower maintenance access 
platforms 
 
 

Completion expected December 2019. 

Commissioning of cable maintenance access 
cradles 
 
 

No longer required as alternative inspection method 
will be adopted. 

Load verification test for Weigh in Motion 
(WIM) and Structural Health Monitoring 
System (SHMS) 
 

Test to be completed December 2019. 

Bearing remedials at piers S1 and S3 
 

Completion expected December 2019. 
 

Completion of internal painting (start next 
spring)  
 

Completion expected December 2019. 

Touch-up external painting (repair chips to 
paint from handling damage (start next 
spring)  
 

Completion expected December 2019. 
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Galvanising repairs to Vehicle Restraint 
System (VRS) (zinc paint – to start next spring 
with other painting)  
 
 

Complete 

Complete painting of dampers (next spring 
with other painting)  
 

Complete 

Completion of architectural lighting  
 

The above-deck system is operational.  
 
 
Completion of the below-deck system is expected 
December 2019.   

Monitoring of towers at cable anchorages 
 
 

Complete 

Alignment of under-deck inspection gantry 
rails 
 
 

Work on main spans and North Approach Viaduct 
complete. Completion of work on South Approach 
Viaduct expected December 2019.   
 

Commissioning of under-deck gantries  
 
 

Commissioning expected to complete in December 
2019. 

Adjustment of windshield louvres     
 
        

Complete. 

Snagging works to windshield post bolts and 
additional works to wind shield louvres 
 

Complete. 

Finishing work to baseplate grout at 
windshields and VRS 
 

Complete. 

Snagging to road lighting 
 
   

Work is significantly advanced and completion 
expected December 2019. 
 

Road drainage snagging   
 
 

Work is significantly advanced and completion 
expected December 2019. 

Section C completion 
(Planting works) 
 

Complete. 
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